**Turning Triangles**

**Featuring Kona HST Precuts**

Shown in “Monotone” Colorstory. For other colorstories see page 3.

**Supplies Needed**

- 1 Kona White HST pack (HST-101-80)
- 1 Kona Black HST pack (HST-100-80)
- 1/3 yd Binding fabric
- 3 1/4 yds Backing fabric
- Twin-sized batting

**Pattern Level: Confident Beginner**

“I have basic block construction down

For individual use only - Not for resale

Copyright 2014, Robert Kaufman

*Finished quilt measures 44“ x 55”*

**Notes Before You Begin**

- Use standard 1/4” seams.
- Please read through all of the instructions before beginning.
- Remember to measure twice, cut once!
- You will be sewing on the bias. Be careful not to stretch your fabric as you sew.

**Sewing Instructions**

Place one black and one white triangle together and sew along the diagonal edge.

Press flat, with seams towards black fabric.

Square up (if necessary) to 6“.
Refer to diagram below and sew HST’s into rows.

Tip: After you sew a row, press all seams in one direction. Press the next row in the opposite direction and continue to alternate with each row. This will help your seams “nest” and match up perfectly when you sew your rows together.

Next, sew the rows together to make your quilt top.

Your top is complete!

Baste, quilt, bind and enjoy!!
You can use any two HST packs to complete this geo-fantastic quilt!

**Dusty Colorstory**
- 1 Kona Dark Palette HST pack (HST-108-80)
- 1 Kona White HST pack (HST-101-80)

**Bright Colorstory**
- 1 Kona Bright Palette HST pack (HST-105-80)
- 1 Kona Black HST pack (HST-100-80)

**Pastel Colorstory**
- 1 Pastel Palette HST pack (HST-103-80)
- 1 Kona Snow HST pack (HST-102-80)